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“Hunger and Poverty is still here.
And because of that, so is Food for All Africa”
– Chef Elijah Addo
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LETTER FROM

OUR EXECUTIVE
DIRECTOR
In the wake of the COVID-19 pandemic,
Food for All Africa has evolved to find new
solutions to hunger. With our mission to eradicate hunger and poverty in Ghana and beyond,
we created sustainable means of nutrition
through food banking, diversity of long-term
social development, awareness creation, and
educational and effective feeding programs.
Although the pandemic may have restricted
travel and deepened food security, our team's
operational success exceeded the 2021 target
and reached the highest peak since 2015. This
was made possible by the tireless and collaborative efforts of our team, stakeholders, partners, donors, supporters, and volunteers.
In FYI 2021, we directly impacted 148,958
people with 405,775 kgs of food serving

3,381,456 meals. From March till December
2021, our operational capacity increased
through benevolent support from individuals
and corporate donors, reaching beneficiaries
in Greater Accra, Ashanti, Central, Volta and
the Eastern Regions of Ghana. We recovered
309,134 kgs of the food we served our beneficiaries.
In FYI 2021, we provided Food Safety,
Hygiene, and Local Food sourcing training
and COVID-19 adaptation workshop for
Caterers of Beneficiary Schools under the
LunchBox School Feeding initiative, delivered
food daily to the staff of Ghana Infectious
Disease Centre and Ga-East Hospital, under
the Food for Ghana’s Frontline project and
embarked on the 100 Million Meals Campaign
with support from UAE Aid, FoodBanking
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Regional Network and MBRGI to support
30,000 vulnerable Ghanaians with over 2
million meals across all regions in Ghana.

area. Although 2021 was a tough year, it
allowed us to commemorate a milestone by
continuing our assistance to our neighbors.

This remarkable support positioned us to
forge partnerships with organizations locally
to serve more people beyond our regular beneficiary base. Local partnerships with United
Way Ghana, Association of Ghana Industries,
Social Enterprise Ghana and GIZ Ghana
re-echoes our vision of working towards a
Ghana without Hunger and Poverty.

We appreciate everyone who has donated
money, and food, prepared a weekend food
box for our beneficiary school children, visited anxious families and vulnerable individuals
to discuss our food support programs or
volunteered to assist those in need. You are
the support Food for All can rely on to end
hunger in Ghana.

2021 did not highlight a deficit in the human
will, but rather, its strength of it. We anticipate
that very high levels of food insecurity will
continue in 2022, but together, we will continue to supply food and strengthen our service
delivery to beneficiaries across our operational

Elijah A. Addo
Executive Director
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MESSAGE FROM

OUR BOARD
CHAIRMAN
As the Advisory Board of Food for All Africa,
our responsibilities of governance are important to us. Whenever we have to make an
important decision, we consider how the decision will help feed vulnerable families and
communities. Fortunately, we have a network
of individuals and organizations who have
partnered and supported us and helped realise
this goal in 2021. Together we are able to provide food directly to people of all ages, backgrounds, and beliefs. We touched over 350,000
lives in 2021. As we look back, the most amazing reality is that the people we serve look just
like each of us.

We believe that no one should go hungry, and
neither should they bother about where their
next meal will come from. Because of the
support of the people and businesses of our
community, we can ensure that there will be
nutritious food on every table.

The stories we hear while working in communities across Ghana are both heartbreaking
and full of hope. We will highlight a few of
these stories in this report because we always
remember that what we do is all about people.

Best Wishes

We could not have accomplished what we did
without a team of individuals and businesses
like you. To every member of our community,
thank you for caring, and thank you for being
the answer to the question, “How would this
bring food to vulnerable families and communities?”

Geoffrey Fadoul
Board Chairman
Food for All Africa
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OUR
VISION
A Ghana without Hunger.

OUR MISSION
To reduce hunger and poverty in Ghana by
creating efficient and sustainable means of
nutrition through food banking, diversity of
long-term social development, awareness,
and educational and feeding programs.

OUR AIM
To serve Ghana and help those in need by
specializing in anti-food waste and hunger
reduction under the official name of Food for
All Africa.

OUR VALUES
● Provide to our beneficiaries a basic
human need: FOOD
● Continuity of giving to the needy
● Professionalism
● Innovation
● Community

PILLARS OF OUR FOOD
BANKING MODEL
● Feeding the incapable of working
● Creating opportunities for the capable of working
● Reduce food waste
● Sustainable investment
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OUR TARGET BENEFICIARIES
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FY2021 IMPACT
The COVID-19 pandemic has since late 2019
had profound implications for food security
and nutrition, affecting vulnerable households
in almost every country. This unfortunate
development is undermining efforts to achieve
SDG 2. The complex dynamics triggered by
the lockdowns are creating conditions for a
major disruption to food systems, giving rise to
a dramatic increase in hunger.
While the outlook for global food supplies
remains favourable, food prices are near
all-time highs, and high transport costs are
increasing import bills. This affects developing
countries most as they depend on food
imports the most. Although economies are
beginning to recover from the impact of the
pandemic, poverty continues to be widespread
and longer-lasting.
We have also had many positives which we are
going to focus on as we head into 2022.
Providing access to nutritious and culturally
appropriate food in 2021 is a vital part of how
we support our beneficiaries. By sourcing and

recovering foods that reflect our community’s
needs, we seek to satisfy all our beneficiaries’
unique dietary requirements or cultural preferences and needs.
With the benevolence of individuals, groups
and organizations, we were able to provide
increased support for those who rely on our
network for access to healthy food, for as long
as they need it.
Here is how your support served as a lifeline for our beneficiaries.
Total number of people directly served:
148,958
Total number of people served (direct & indirectly): 380,000
Kilos of food served: 405,775 Kg
Kilos of food recovered: 39134 Kg
Total number of meals served: 3,381,456
Beneficiary charities in 2021 - 82
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OUR FOOTPRINT
Map of Ghana with locations of communities served
2021 Beneficiary Communities and Localities Supported

Each map area's color represents the regions we have served. The colored table
below shows the regions and towns in each area.
UPPER WEST REGION

VOLTA REGION

ASHANTI REGION

Wa

Whuti
Battor
Bomigo
Tunu
Anloga
Keta
Juapong
Adidome
Mafi-Dekpoe
Mafi-Kumase
Have
Galo
Shime

Asawase
Asene Akroso
Suhum
Aboabo
Sewaba
Kumasi Anloga
Kumasi Ashtown

UPPER EAST REGION

Bolga
Kongo
bongo
NORTHERN REGION

Savlugu
Kumbungu
Jarigu
SAVANNA REGION

CENTRAL REGION

Fulfulso
Yipala
Yape
Salaga

Asene Akroso
Gomoa Akropong
Gomoa
Cape Coast
Apewosika
Dampase

WESTERN REGION

Tarkwa
EASTERN REGION

Akuapem Mampong
Akuapem Akropong
Yaw Nyarkokrom
GREATER ACCRA
REGION

Teshie

Achimota
Chorkor
James Town
Independence Square
Osu
La
Nungua
Spintex
Tema New Town
Mallam Ataa New Town
Arts Centre
Central Business District
Nima
Kanda
Maamobi
Somanya
Dzorwulu
Ga Mashie
Ayawaso East
Ayawaso North
Darkuman
Dansoman
Kwashieman
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2021 BENEFICIARY CHARITIES AND
ORGANIZATIONS SUPPORTED
Great Mission International
Street Academy
Mallam Atta Community School
Centre for Employment for Disabled
Sharecare Ghana
Disable Group
Pure Water Waste Collectors
Kpone Landfill Waste Pickers
Anlo Special School
Childlift Foundation
Precious Stone School
Home for Women and Children Foundation
Ghana Prison Service
Wa Foundation
Fresh Start Foundation
Gomoa Sports For Change Foundation
Osu Children’s Home
Basics International
Shelter for Abused Children
Grow With God Cerebral Palsy Ghana
Share Foundation
Future Graduates Institute
Konsult 370
Tusk Foundation
Kingdom Food Bank
Dingo One Ghana
Renel Ghana
House of Taqwa
Assurance of Hope
Acts for Change
Mahlef
Chosen Rehab Centre
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HIGHLIGHTS
OF 2021
JANUARY
When the pandemic started, we focused on
modifying our operations and distribution
methods; establishing new partnerships, and
finding new food sources to significantly
increase the number of meals we were providing. We have done this to ensure that those
most affected by COVID-19’s economic
fallout—children, mothers, the aged, people
with disability, and the mentally challenged—have ready access to the food they
need.
We began the year with our Staff Retreat and
Team Building at Ada, where the team
received training on our organizational policies, SOPs, and work ethics and culture. Education on food loss and waste as well as food
recovery systems were highlighted.
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FEBRUARY
Intensive training programs on Food Safety
and Hygiene, as well as Local Food sourcing
and COVID-19 adaptation workshops, were
organized for the caterers of beneficiary
schools under the LunchBox School Feeding
initiative. 75 caterers in 25 schools across five
(5) regions of Ghana, namely Ashanti, Greater
Accra, Eastern, Central, and Volta Region benefited from these training programs.
35 members, including our staff, chefs, cooks,
and delivery personnel under the GIZ-sponsored “Food for Ghana’s Frontline” Project
spearheaded by Dr. Joseph Owusu-Marfo,

benefited from the Infection Prevention and
Control training program.
Under the Food for Ghana’s Frontline project, we were able to deliver 100 portions of
meals to the staff of the Ghana Infectious
Disease Centre (GIDC) and the Ga East Hospital daily.
One of the key successes this year was the
official launch of the 2020/2021 LunchBox
School Feeding initiative in Bomigo, in the
Volta region. With over 2,000 people in attendance and support from our donor partners,
we were able to expand the LunchBox School
Feeding initiative to the community.
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MARCH
Food for All Africa observed the International School Meals Day

During the period, 6 members of FFAA
Board participated in the GFN FBLI session
for the African Food Bank incubator program
under the theme: Africa Food Banks - Good Governance the key principles and best practices in governing your food bank.
To cement our impact during the pandemic,
FFAA, with support from GIZ officially
launched the GIZ “Food for Ghana’s Frontline” project, where we continued to serve hot
meals to our frontline workers.
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APRIL

FFAA in partnership with MaxMart Family
Shopping centre, launched the “Feed the
Ummah” project, where over 1,250 beneficiaries were engaged across the country. This
was during the Ramadan.
To improve the economic conditions and livelihood of our beneficiary communities, we
extended our apprenticeship-based vocational
training and job recommendation program to
84 low-income women in the Volta region in
Ghana. This was welcomed in the event of
the pandemic where job loss and food insecurity were prevalent.
In the third week of April, we began the 100
million meals campaign with support from
UAE Aid, FoodBanking Regional Network,
and MBRGI. This campaign supported over
30,000 vulnerable Ghanaians with over 2
million meals across all regions of Ghana.
During the campaign, we distributed 30,312
food boxes constituting over 4 million meals
in Eastern, Greater Accra, Central, Ashanti,
Volta, Oti, Upper East, Upper West, Savannah, Northern, North East, and Bono
Region.
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MAY-JUNE

Early May marked our education program on
nutrition for the staff and doctors of Ga East
Hospital and Ghana Infectious Disease centre.
500 medical staff benefited from the resourced
pack program. Participants shared their collective views and action plans to help reduce malnutrition within their communities.
In June, final works on our Satellite warehouse
in the Ashanti region were completed and readied for operation. The setup enabled FFAA to
scale up its operations and reach out to more
vulnerable families in the northern part of the
country.
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JULY-SEPTEMBER

Commissioning of the FFAA Satellite
warehouse was carried out in July.
The Chefs Manifesto – FFAA “Diversed
and Fortified campaign” was launched to
engage chefs as advocates for a better food
system for all; one that is less wasteful,
more nutritious, and above all, respects the
earth. Topics covered included school
meals and the role large-scale fortification
play in ensuring good food for all (GFFA).
We also received volunteering delegates
from MBGRI and UAEAid in Ghana.
They visited our premises and our satellite
warehouse to witness and actively take part
in our operations. These delegates were
amazed at the work we do and the impact
we were creating within the community.
“I want to give my time in a way that helps other
people. Even part of a day each week can have a
positive impact. You can give as much or as little
time as you have, and it all does good.”
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OCTOBER

We welcomed October with the UN World
Food Day, FAO Junior World Food Day &
Food Heroes conference, which hosted over
2,000 participants across 35 countries.
FFAA also welcomed the opportunity to
participate in the New Africa-France summit,
as well as Big France and the Ambition Africa
summit in Paris and Montpellier, France.
In the third week, FFAA commemorated
World Food Day, dubbed “Feast of Hope”
with a massive turnout float and food distribution through the principal streets of Accra.
Together with supporters, volunteers and
partners, we fed 2,000 beneficiaries with hot
meals and supported some with basic essentials.
The month climaxed with Nestle Ghana
World Food Day stakeholder conference and a
healthy recipe cooking demonstration. We
engaged 340 participants on various topics
and training modules.
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NOVEMBER

With tremendous support from our donors
and partners, including United Ways Ghana,
Food for All COVID-19 Community Emergency Intervention program responded to the
victims of the Keta-Dzita tidal wave. Relief
items including food boxes containing rice, oil,
oats, beans, pasta, canned products, and Boss
Baker products were distributed to 2,000
victims within the Keta, Fuveme and Dzita
communities.
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DECEMBER
With Schools preparing to break for the
Christmas holiday, FFAA continued to distribute food bags to the five regions of Ghana,
while assessing our programs within the same
period. With funding from Suntory and partnership and volunteers from the Ghana
Armed Forces, we commemorated “Jollof to
the world” where over 2,000 beneficiaries
were treated with a portion of Ghana Jollof,
Lucozade, and other essential items.
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OUR STRATEGIC PLAN
AND PROGRAMS

More than 850 million people worldwide are
suffering from poverty and hunger, which
makes hunger one of the most prevailing
issues crippling societies today. 90% of the
people suffering from hunger and poverty are
mainly present in developing countries, which
includes Ghana.

The increase in the number of people suffering from poverty and hunger in return affects
society as a whole. Lack of sufficient nutrition
in an individual has direct implications on
social issues at the communal level.

Hunger affects an individual in various
ways:

1. A father forbidding his children from
schooling. This can lead to a high illiteracy
rate.

•

Feeling oppression and deprivation

•

Feeling angry

•

Suffering from diseases and malnutrition

•

Crime spreading

•

Kids running away from their homes

Husbands abandon their families because
they can’t take responsibility

•

Malnutrition and lack of concentration in
kids

•

The direct effects include:

2. Denying children of their childhood by
engaging them in child labour.
3. Increase in crime rate associated with
unemployment.
That is why hunger is a pertinent issue that
requires an urgent response from world leaders. Tackling this head-on by engaging various
stakeholders in the agriculture and food
industry will not only nourish and cast a positive reflection on the overall well-being of the
populace but will also alleviate the plight of
families that are food insecure.
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SOCIAL INVESTMENT
Thanks to our donors and partners, we are able to reach most of our set
targets. However, Food for All Africa believes in the sustainability of our
programs in the long term. With our concept that "investment is key to
sustainability”, FFAA is investing in various projects that will support
funding of our programs to serve the underprivileged and vulnerable in
Ghana.
Therefore, Food for All Africa seeks to be a major shareholder in:
• A poultry and breeding farm
• A packaging factory
• 100 acres of land for agricultural products

OUR PROGRAMS
Our programs include food banking, feeding, and sustainable social development investment.

FOOD BANKING

Food for All Africa operates West Africa’s first
and largest food bank in Ghana. We implement a model called food banking. Retailers,
manufacturers, wholesalers, farmers and
growers partner with us to recover their edible
surplus food and distribute it responsibly to
provide greater access to food for vulnerable
groups across Ghana.
Food drives are a really popular activity among
individuals, families, communities, and groups
within the workplace and it is all about having
fun whilst getting involved in the fight against
hunger!

non-perishable food products that are accessible by every household.
Pillars of our Food Banking Model
• Feeding

the incapable of working

Creating opportunities for the capable of
working
•

• Reduce

food waste

• Sustainable

investment

Food for All Africa has regularly-scheduled
food drives throughout the year, but people
are welcome to hold their food drives at any
time of the year. We welcome all types of
FOOD FOR ALL AFRICA ANNUAL REPORT 2021 |23|

FEEDING PROGRAMS

We have a range of feeding programs aimed at
providing regular food for those who are incapable of working and children. Our feeding
program includes:
● Weekly Mobile Food Bank Kitchen
Program
Twice a week, we provide hot meals and basic
essentials for homeless and vulnerable communities through our mobile food bank kitchen program.
● Monthly Feeding Program
The Monthly Feeding Program provides food
boxes and bags every month for eligible cases
and families after applying research on cases to
prove their entitlement to receiving it.

“How can a child go to school and study without sufficient nutritious food?
Hunger can drive our children away from
schools...”
• 24% of

children’s deaths in Ghana are due to
malnutrition.
33% of children in Ghana (age 6-18 yrs.) are
stunted due to malnutrition. Stunting affects a
child’s ability to comprehend and concentrate
during lessons. Malnourished children are
more likely to fail in education by 2% compared to nourished children.

•

Repetition rate in primary government
schools reached 12%.

•

“Cost of hunger in Ghana report - 2016”
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LUNCHBOX SCHOOL FEEDING
PROGRAM

Food for All Africa in 2016 started the Food
for All Ghana School Feeding program working with 12 schools both public and private
basic schools in low-income communities to
provide free and subsidized school meals to
children. It aided in establishing school feeding kitchens in the poorest and unreached
primary schools to provide daily hot nutritious
meals to students throughout their school
year.
Food for All School Feeding Program aims to
provide nutritious meals to enhance the
students' health and encourage them to attend
school and increase their ability to concentrate
and comprehend in class. The school feeding
program covers schools that are currently not
under the Government of Ghana’s school
feeding program.
The unique proposition of the Food for All
Ghana School Feeding program is that FFAA
works with students' mothers and School
PTAs by providing training for some mothers
to become caterers who are paid to prepare
the meals for the school children.

FFAA also mobilizes support to build and
equip school kitchens for beneficiary schools
under the program.
The COVID-19 pandemic brought to a halt
the educational calendar in Ghana and had
many implications on the Ghanaian economy
including the livelihood of parents and their
children. Schools were greatly affected as
many of them collapsed. To ensure school
children get access to food support whiles at
home during the lockdown, Food for All
Africa worked with school authorities to deliver food bags on monthly basis within their
homes.
An intervention that was highly effective and
ensured school children and their immediate
families had a means to regular nutrition.
In anticipation of the Government re-opening schools, Food for All Africa carried out an
assessment on its school feeding program and
with a seed grant from Beiersdorf CWA, The
Global FoodBanking Network, and United
Way Global, 25 deprived schools across
Greater Accra, Central, Eastern, Ashanti and
Volta regions of Ghana are benefiting from
one academic year supply of free food ingredients, PPEs, Hygiene materials and training
for school feeding caterers. This would go a
FOOD FOR ALL AFRICA ANNUAL REPORT 2021 |25|

long way to relieve parents of the burden of
having to spend more money on their children’s school meals as well as keeping children
in school.
Food for All Ghana School Feeding Program
rebranded as the LunchBox School Feeding
Initiative is a private sector-led school feeding
program that helps vulnerable and food-insecure children to get the education they desperately need to build a life free of poverty.

pre-school through to primary school.
For sustainability, FFAA regularly sources for
funding to run the LunchBox School Feeding
initiative. Food for All Africa also provides
credit facilities for the procurement of groceries for schools and community organizations
to buy food products in bulk at very affordable
prices and an arranged monthly payment plan.

Daily, we provide a nutritious meal to children
who would otherwise go hungry. This meal
encourages children to attend school, concentrate and learn. Children are supported from
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Specific objectives
1. To supply a hot meal per day to school children in deprived schools
currently not under the Government School Feeding Program.
2. To support deprived schools to set up and operate their school feeding
initiative managed by the school authorities, Parent Teacher Association
and the School Management Council.
3. To establish school kitchens for schools in Ghana to have safe and
hygienic spaces for the preparation of school meals.
4. To provide support for unemployed mothers to have a means of livelihood by working as caterers for their children’s schools.
5. To empower schools and community organizations across Ghana to
have access to affordable food procurement and flexible payment plans.
6. To provide safe spaces and hygienic conditions for school children to
have school meals.
7. To mobilize private sector support towards improving school meals
across Ghana.

FFAA SCHOOL OF VOCATIONAL
APPRENTICESHIP

Food for All Africa aims to contribute to
reducing unemployment in Ghana and assist
in the progress of the vocation and hospitality
in Ghana. Through this program, we work on
helping the underprivileged, mostly youth and
unemployed who are capable of working by
developing their technical and professional
skills in order to increase their chances of
getting a job that will enable them to make a
living.
These jobs are provided through other parties
and entities that have previously had partnerships with FFAA.
These programs work on three main
pillars:

1. Creation of partnerships with organizations
that are in search of employees.
2. Recruiting of underprivileged and unemployed recommended by the NGOs working
with Food for All.
3. Developing requirements and criteria and,
providing them with workshops.
Our Main Target from Rehabilitation Program:
Developing, recruiting, follow-up, and evaluating 10,000 youth in 5 years, by:
•

Providing more job vacancies.
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Rehabilitation of capable needy cases.
• Providing organizations with the required
human resources.
• Overcoming poverty and unemployment.
•

Making use of youth experiences in driving
efficient production and developmental processes.

•

Helping the incapable and underprivileged to
earn a living.

•

Targeted
include:

cases

from

this

program

•

Needy individuals studied cases.

•

Youth between the ages of 18 and 40.

•

University and Technical graduates.

•

Unskilled and less educated individuals.

Partners in this program:
•

Chefs on Wheel (www.chefsonwheel.com)
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RELIEF PROGRAM

Food for All Africa is keen on Ghanaians
affected by disasters and other crises by providing them with essential food and support.
We do so by sending a rescue team with food,
medical, clothing, and other relief items with
the support of donors and volunteers who
care more about the underprivileged.

AWARENESS CAMPAIGN
ANTI-FOOD WASTE
One of our essential roles is to raise social
awareness about the amount of food that is
lost and wasted through the production chain.
Food for All Africa creates partnerships with
businesses such as hotels, restaurants, and
other food businesses to connect their excess

food to beneficiaries. We provide hotels with
foil trays to pack the UNTOUCHED food
from the main buffet to be distributed to the
nearest NGO or area with underprivileged
individuals. We also provide workshops and
training for their staff on reducing their food
waste footprint.
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PARTNERS AND DONORS
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Thanks for making it possible for us to
bring hope through food for all: Our
gratitude to partners and donors.

2021 FOOD &
PRODUCT DONORS
Corporations, Foundations
& Organizations
Category I – GHs 10,000 –
GHs 500,000 worth

Spar Ghana/Citydia Supermarkets
Kwatsons West Africa Ltd
MaxMart Family Shopping centres
FanMilk Ghana Ltd
Neha Supermarket/Vinco Foods Ltd
Nivea Ghana
Daily Foods Ghana (BossBaker)
DDG Charitable Trust
Yolo Experience restaurants (Coco
Lounge, Santoku, Urban Grill, Carbon)
Tradepass Ltd
FNJ Investments Ltd (Special rice)
Kasapreko Company Ltd
Pioneer Foods Cannery Ltd

Category II – GHs 500 –
GHs 9,000 worth

The Farmers Market Ghana
Pure & Just Company Ltd (Yvaya Farms)
Food and Beverage Association of Ghana
Ghana Food Movement
Sankofa Snacks Food
KFC Ghana
Dim Fonio
Saasu
MBA Foods
WARC Africa
Saasu Project
Sun city Hotel Apartments
Melcom Bakery

2021 FINANCIAL DONORS
Category I – GHs100,000 – above

The Global FoodBanking Network
The Regional FoodBanking Network,Dubai
Egypt Food Bank
Beiersdorf CWA
Beiersdorf Ghana
UAE Aid
Mohammed Bin Rashid Al Maktoum
Global Initiatives
United Way Global
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United Way Ghana
GIZ Ghana
Suntory Ghana
Kwatsons West Africa
Category II – GHs 10,000 – GHs 90,000

Social Enterprise Ghana
Lea Lambrecht
GRIPE/AGI
Category III – GHs 10 –GHs9,000

Wear Ghana CoBeku Project
Emergent Payments Africa
Slow Foods
Fighters Ghana
FirstBorn Group LLC
FBGMA Twist & Loc
Individual & Anonymous Cash Donors

Marina Tota
Quinetha Fraiser
Deon Carter
Martin Orbach
Eno Buruwaa
Juliane Reissing
Ana Arkutu
Afumwaa Agri-business
Fiankor Emefa Afi
Wear Ghana
Blikish Fighters Ghana
Shaun Opoku
Marina Totti
Myriam Chbani
Martin Horvath
Bright Adzabor Murray
Anonymous donor
Anonymous donor
Anonymous donor
Stacey Knott
Adoma Rahmat
Anonymous donor
Anonymous donor

Arimiyaw Wusama
Anonymous donor
Mary Abena Serwaah Sackey
Susana Mantey
Waheed Hakeem
Wear Ghana
Emergent Payment Africa
Hannah Acquah
Fatima Khambaty
Anonymous donor
Zoe Lamptey
Anonymous donor
Tamara Lisa Di Franco
Anonymous donor
Anonymous donor
Hoffman Jacobs
Ann (Ana) Morris
Roble Mohammad
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FOOD FOR ALL AFRICA BOARD
& MANAGEMENT PROFILE
MR. GEOFFREY FADOUL
(MD, DAILY FOODS GHANABOSSBAKER) – BOARD CHAIRMAN

MR. KWABENA ADU-GYAMFI
(FOOD AND BEVERAGE ASSOCIATION
OF GHANA) – VICE BOARD CHAIRMAN

MR. FADI WOLLEY
(MD, KWATSONS WEST AFRICA
LTD)- BOARD SECRETARY

DR. RICHARD SWANNELL
(INTERNATIONAL DIRECTOR,
WRAP GLOBAL) BOARD MEMBER

MRS. ISABELLA AGRA
(FORMER DEPUTY CEO, FOOD
INSPECTORATE DIVISION, FOOD
AND DRUGS AUTHORITY GHANA)

MRS. MARTHA NANA
AKUA AMOATENG
RAINFOREST ALLIANCE, UK

MRS QUINETHA FRASIER
(CEO, THE GLOBAL FOUNDATION
FOR EDUCATION & ECONOMIC
MOBILITY,USA) MEMBER

MANAGEMENT TEAM
ELIJAH AMOO ADDO
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

FRANK KPORWODU
OPERATIONS MANAGER

EUNICE BOADU
ADMINISTRATIVE SECRETARY

IBRAHIM SHEHU BABANGIDA
PROJECTS DIRECTOR
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PARTNERS
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FINANCIAL
REPORT
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31ST DECEMBER, 2021

STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION
AS AT 31ST DECEMBER 2021
ASSETS
NON CURRENT ASSETS
Property, Plant & Equipment

2021
GH¢

2020
GH¢

931,985
931,985

183,771
183,771

63,213
13,074
45,814

186,308
25,644
147,379

CURRENT ASSETS
Inventory
Account Receivable & Prepayments
Cash and Bank Balances
Total current Assets

TOTAL ASSETS

122,101

359,331

1,054,086

543,257

120,205
910,529

120,205
414,052

1,030,734

534,257

EQUITY AND LIABILITIES
EQUITY
Stated Capital
Other Funds
Accumulated Fund
Total Equity
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NON-CURRENT LIABILITIES
Director’s Long term Loan
Deposit for shares

-

-

23,350
23,350

8,843
8,843

1,054,084

543,100

CURRENT LIABILITIES
Account payments
Total current Liabilities
TOTAL EQUITY AND LIABILITIES

STATEMENT OF COMPREHENSIVE INCOME
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31ST DECEMBER 2021
2021
GH¢
RECEIPTS
PAYMENTS
Directors Program Cost
General & Administrative Expenses

EXCESS OF RECIEPTS OVER
PAYMENTS
Other Income
SURPLUS/(DEFICIT) FOR THE YEAR

6,471,598

2020
GH¢
1,353,711

(5,011,929)

( 608,601)

(963,191)

( 368,041)

496,477

377,069

496,477

377,069
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www.fo od fo ra l l a frica .com
Abattoir Road Commun ity 19, Tema Greater
Accra - Gh ana
+2 33 302 956 756 /+2 33 303 975 485
+2 33 247 2 2 3 82 1 /+2 33 2 70 32 2 074
info@foodforallafr ica.com
email@foodforallafr ica.com
don ate@foodforallafr ica.com
volunteer @foodforallafr ica.com
www.foodforallafr ica.com
food4allafr ica
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